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Abstract 
The  notion of Linear Quadratic (LQ) optimality at 
zi single frequency is developed in single-input single- 
output (SISO) linear time-invariant (LTI) system / 
quasi-stationary signal framework and the optimality 
condition is given. LQ optimal design at finitely many 
frequencies is then shown to be  reducible t o  an inter- 
polation problem. 
Keywords : Control design, LQ control 
1 Introduction 
Reference tracking and disturbance rejection are two 
basic issues in control system design. Due to  the un- 
desirable effects of high power control inputs,  perfect 
tracking/rejection is sacrificed by formulating the prob- 
lem as the minimization of a linear quadratic cost in 
which the input power is also penalized. Though, 
optimal control based on  linear quadratic methods 
has a well-developed theory (the reader is referred 
to [4] for an est,ensive coverage of the topics related 
wit,li LQ optimal cont,rol), the case of specific refer- 
PII ce / tl is t, 11 r 1 a.n ce signals (e. g . cons t, an  t , si riusoid a1 or 
periodic signals) seeins to be not much elaborated. 
This work considers t,he design tha t  achieves LQ opti- 
mality at finitely many frequencies, which is applicable 
to such cases. 
2 LQ Optimality at a Single Frequency 
The  forthcoming development will consider a SISO and 
LTI continuous-time system in a quasi-stationary sig- 
nal framework. yet the results apply to the discrete- 
time case as well. The  well known infinite horizon (or 
steady-state) frequency-weighted LQ cost is defined for 
continuous-time systems as (see e.g. [I]) 
( [e( t ) ] ’  + [ F ( z ) u ( f ) ] ’ )  dt . 
Here f IS the tracking error and U is the control input 
( w e  Figure l ) ,  wheras F is a stable LTI filter. Mini- 
mization of J L Q  forces the plant output (y) to follow 
the reference command ( r )  as good as possible while 
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Figure 1: [Jnity feedback control system. 
keeping the  power of the  filtered control input small in 
the pass-band of F .  
The  well-known sensitivity function (S) of the control 
system is defined as 
S(s) = [1+ P(s )C(s ) ] - l  (2)  
If the control system is stable and  the signal r - d is a 
quasi-stationary signal (for more information on quasi- 
stationarity, the reader is referred t o  [5]) with spectrum 
CP, the LQ cost can be evaluated in the frequency do- 
main as 
03 
JLQ = + / j ( w ) ~ ( w ) d w  , (3 )  




where IG(w)12 is given by 
This  formula motivates the following LQ optimality 
definition at a single frequency. 
Definition 1 Thc control system of Figure 1 is said to 
be LQ optimal at frequency w ,  i f j ( w )  zs minimum. 
The  following theorem presents the simple condition 
for LQ optimality at a single frequency, leaving aside 
the degenerat,e cases of poles/zeroes a t  & j w .  
Theorem 1 The control system of Fzgure 1 as LQ op- 
timal at frequency w ,  zf and only zf 
S ( w )  = l G ( ~ ) 1 ~ .  (6) 
Thr niznamum v a l u e  o f j ( w )  2s szniply g i i i e n  b y  l G ( ~ ) 1 ~ .  
3 LQ Optimal Design at Finitely Many 
Frequencies 
I t  is obvious from the frequency domain evaluation of 
t,he LQ cost tha t  the ca.se of finitely many frequen- 
cies can be treated by considering each frequency sep- 
arately. The problem can then be reformulated as the 
determination of a stable S which satisfies S ( w )  = 
IG (w)  1’ a t  the specified frequencies. Denoting these 
frequencies by wi, i = 1, ..., n, and assuming tha t  the 
plant has -for the sake of simplicity- simple right half- 
plane poles (including a) i = 1, ..., np+ and zeros 
:!> i = 1, ..., n,+; we can cast the LQ optimal design 
problem at finitely many frequencies as follows. Find 
a stable transfer function S which satisfies 
2 .  S ( S ) ~ , = ~ +  = 0,  i = 1, ..., np+, 
3.  s(s)Js=p+ = 1, i = 1, ...) n,+. 
The second and third conditions are necessary to  pre- 
vent unstable pole/zero cancellations (see [a]). T h e  
problem can be reduced t o  a polynomial interpolation 
if a Hurwitz polynomial of degree 2n, +np+ +R,+ (e.g. 
(s  + is chosen as the denominator of 
S. The numarator polynomial can then be obtained by 
any interpolation algorithm (e.g. Lagrange interpola- 
tion). The feedback cont,roller is then obtained using 
( 2 ) .  We illustrate the procedure by a simple example. 
Example: We consider the plant P ( s )  = l / (s  - 0.5) 
and the frequencies w = 1 and fi with F = 0.3/(s + 
0.5). As IX, is a right half-plane zero we can set S = 
1 + N ( s ) / D (  s ) ,  where D is a fifth order polynomial and 
N is a four th  order polynomial. Setting D ( s )  = ( ~ + l ) ~  
and imposing t,he remaining interpolation constraint,s 
( i .e constraints at s = 0.5, *j ,kfi j) ,  we can obtain 
,Y by using Lagrange interpolation. This way we can 
result in the feedback controller 
5 . 2 7 ~ ~  + 6 . 4 2 ~ ~  + 11.22s’ + 2.75s+ 2.28 
s4 + 0 . 2 3 ~ ~  + 3.69s’ + 0.63s + 2.56 C(S)  = ’ 
We also present a dist#urbance rejection simulation in 
which a superposit,ion of two sinusoids of frequency 1 
and 2 arid a white noise of comparably low variance 
is used as the disturbance acting on t,he plant. The  
siniulation result shows that while rejecting the har- 
monic disturbance the white disturbance can he am- 
plified. This is, kind of, the so-called water-bed effect 
(see [ 3 ] )  and shows the need for the development of a 
design strategy which will also supply control on the 
overall variation of the sensitivity function. 
Figure 2: Example simulation ( y  (solid) and ti (dashed)).  
4 Concluding Remarks 
We developed the LO opt,itnality not.ion at a single fre- 
quency and derived the condition for optimalitmy. LQ 
optimal design at finitely many frequencics is t,hen 
shown to be reducible t>o an  int.erpolat,ioii problem. It 
is important to nott: tha t  this franiework comes into 
pict.ure in the development of Ew robust. control de- 
sign strategies as wc.11 (refer t o  [2]). ‘This means that 
the basic problems of robust control can be  considered 
toget,her with LQ opt,inial design a t  finitely inany fre- 
quencies. A t,ypical problem, which is also mot,ivated 
by the sirnulation of the previous sect,ioii, is the niin- 
imization of t,he 7-1, norm of thc weight,ed sensitivity 
function (i.e. ~ ~ P L 7 S ~ ~ m  where M’ is a proper. stable 
and minimum phasc transfer function) t,oget,her wit,h 
LQ optimal design a t  specified frequenciw. The  solu- 
tion of this problem will basically neccssit,ate the use 
of Nevanlinna-Pick int,erpolat,ion t,heory (see [ 3 ] ) .  This 
way the overall sensit,ivity can be kcpt, l>elow a drsired 
level while satisfying LQ optiinalit,y at, the desired fre- 
quencies. 
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